PASTILLES: Tacchini’s new project in collaboration with Studiopepe will be unveiled at Orgatec — Cologne

International office planning and design trade fair Orgatec has been selected by Tacchini as the launch event for PASTILLES, a new collaboration with celebrated design consultancy Studiopepe.

It will be the Italian furniture company’s second appearance at Orgatec – Cologne, which runs from 23–27 October 2018. The Pastilles armchair, ottoman and coffee table by Studiopepe will take centre stage at the exhibition alongside the iconic Kelly C chair and Split table by Claesson Koivisto Rune, the Ischia and the Galleria modular systems by PearsonLloyd, the Soleil mirror and the Miss Pack lamp by Tacchini Edizioni.

The new project with Studiopepe is a collaboration with designers Arianna Lelli Mami and Chiara Di Pinto, the creative minds behind the consultancy. It follows the successful Milan Fuorisalone event earlier this year which featured ‘Club Unseen’, an imaginary cocktail bar with retro furniture and cool music. Pastilles is a collection of small armchairs, ottomans and coffee tables, with soft and enveloping shapes that bring back childhood memories, the sweets. A contemporary reinterpretation of the classic cockpit armchair, with a sinuous shell that contains the seat and that gives excellent comfort to the design. Completed by two tables of different sizes and an ottoman, these elements create a matched family of shapes that can be used as a system or as single objects.

Giusi Tacchini, CEO of Tacchini, says: ‘We are delighted to be working with Studiopepe on a brand new project designed for the contract market and to be officially unveiling it at Orgatec – Cologne this month.’

Orgatec, Cologne (Germany)
October 23rd – 27th 2018
Hall 10, Plain 2, Aisle L, No. 38

About Tacchini
Tacchini celebrated its 50th year in 2017 and in that time has become a reference point for the furniture business, thanks to its constant stylistic and functional research, project and product culture and care for people and the environment. Tacchini is based in Brianza, the historical cradle of furnishing design brand Made-in-Italy. The company’s aim is to improve domestic and public spaces through the passion, creativity and responsibility that are applied to its products and services. The result is a ‘work in progress’ of original and versatile solutions, suitable for every environment and situation and able to arouse emotions day by day. — tacchini.it
About Studiopepe
Studiopepe is a design agency founded in Milan, in 2006, by Arianna Lelli Mami and Chiara Di Pinto. Studiopepe’s focus is on design and research through the use of a multidisciplinary approach: this includes interior design (retail, hotels, private commissions), product design and creative consulting. — studiopepe.info
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